










 

SFBHS Adult/OA PURQC Oversight Committee 

FY 16-17 PURQC DELEGATION AGREEMENT 
 

Instructions:  
1. ALL OPEN CASES must go through the PURQC Part 1 Checklist Review within 60 days of opening and ANNUALLY to ensure that 

all documents are in place.   
2. AFTER THE FIRST YEAR of treatment, ALL CASES REQUESTING MORE THAN 15 HOURS OF SERVICE, in addition, must:  

a) go through the PURQC Part 2 Clinical Documentation Compliance Review Protocol, and   
b) submit a Client Service Authorization (CSA) Request for PURQC approval of hours according to Service Intensity Guidelines. 

3.   FY 16-17 Delegation Agreement Due Date:  April 6, 2017 
      Submit via e-mail to: Susan Esposito, Assistant Director, Adult SOC:  susan.esposito@sfdph.org 

 

 PROGRAM INFORMATION: 
 
Program Name:  

 
Date: 

 
Agency-Organization Name (if different): 

 
Program RU#: 

 
Program Director: 

 
Prog. Dir. e-mail: 

 
Number of clinical FTE staff: 

Approximate Program Caseload # (at 
any point in time): 

 

Identify the PURQC members  
Name License Title 

Chair:   

Member 1:    

Member 2:   

Member 3:   

Member 4:   

Member 5:   

Member 6:   

Member 7:   
 

1. When, how often, and for how long does the clinical PURQC (Part 2) meet?   
Please list: 1) meeting time; 2) frequency; and 3) duration of the meetings. 

 
2. Is the amount of time allotted for the PURQC Meeting sufficient to complete the PURQC business of Utilization 

Management and Documentation Compliance Review of the charts? 
 
3. When, how often & for how long, and what specific staff (may be non-clinical administrative staff) meet to do the 

Part 1 Checklist Review of Docs?  
 
4. How does discussion/consultation among the PURQC Committee members happen around rules, regulations, what 

passes or doesn’t, adequate corrections to be made, Authorization decisions, disagreement, etc. 
 
5. How does your PURQC track cases that need follow-up by the clinician or that need to be returned to PURQC?  Does 

someone track those cases to make sure they are returned to PURQC for final authorization approval?  Who 
monitors this at your program? Do you use a “PURQC Pending Binder?  How does this follow-up happen, or does it? 
Please describe. 
 

6. What is the feedback mechanism happen between the clinician and PURQC regarding the quality of documentation? 
How does follow-up happen, or does it? 

 

7. How do you track and store your PURQC processes and decisions and prepare them for an audit?  
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SFBHS Adult/OA PURQC AUTHORIZATION PROCEDURE  

2017 
 

 INTRODUCTION   

This document is intended to outline the San Francisco Behavioral Health Adult and Older Adult Outpatient 
System of Care Service Authorization Procedure. It presents the “Program Utilization Review and Quality 
Committee”, known as the “PURQC” the SFBHS Authorization mechanism to monitor service utilization, 
documentation compliance and quality of care to ensure that the mental health plan is authorizing cases 
utilizing consistent review criteria and based on medical necessity, client need and available resources. 
 
The document presents the SFBHS Authorization Timeline and explains how SFBHS monitors both Service 
Utilization using the PURQC Authorization Service Intensity Guidelines and Documentation Compliance using 
the new PURQC Documentation Compliance Checklist in 3 parts which was developed to ensure 
documentation compliance according to Medi-Cal regulations and to facilitate interaction between the PURQC 
and the clinician.  It also provides the current Client Service Authorization (CSA) Request form that clinicians 
submit to request service hours as well as the most current PURQC Minutes form for the PURQC to record the 
authorization activities.  
Together these tools, the Documentation Compliance Chart Review Checklist, the Service Intensity 
Guidelines the Client Service Authorization Request Form, the PURQC Minutes and the SFBHS Authorization 
Procedure Document are intended facilitate the PURQC Authorization process to ensure consistent 
application of review criteria for authorization decisions. 
 

I.   AUTHORIZATION TIMELINE:                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                  
 

1. INITIAL AUTHORIZATION: (Within the first 60 days of episode opening)  
If it is determined that the client meets medical necessity at Assessment, PURQC will 
automatically authorize the case for the first year of treatment as long as the chart passes the 
PURQC Part 1 Document Checklist Review to ensure that all documents are in place with 
appropriate signatures. The initial authorization is for an unlimited amount of hours allowing the 
clinician to do “whatever it takes” to help the client stabilize and progress in treatment toward 
wellness and recovery within the first year if possible.  
A Client Service Authorization (CSA) Request Form need not be submitted at initial authorization. 

 

2. ANNUAL AUTHORIZATION:  
ALL CASES MUST GO TO PURQC FOR AUTHORIZATION ANNUALLY BY THE ANNIVERSARY DATE.  

A. ALL cases that are to continue in treatment after 1 year (regardless of the amount of time 
being requested) must be authorized by the PURQC using the Part 1 Documentation Checklist 
Review to ensure that documents are in place with appropriate signatures.  

B. At Annual Authorization, ALL cases requesting more than 15 hours, must additionally undergo 
the PURQC Part 2 Documentation Compliance Review to ensure that the clinical 
documentation is in compliance with Medi-Cal and BHS standards. 

C. At Annual Authorization, ALL cases requesting more than 15 hours must submit a CSA (Client 
Service Authorization Request) for PURQC authorization approval of service hours according to 
the SFBHS Service Intensity Guidelines.  
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D. Supplemental Re-Authorization:  If the services rendered exceed the number of hours 
authorized by the PURQC before the authorization period expires, the case must be submitted 
to PURQC as a Supplemental Re-Authorization.  

 

SUMMARY OF THE PURQC AUTHORIZATION TIMELINE: 
1.  A PURQC Part 1 Checklist Review of Documents will be done on 100% of ALL NEW CASES within the 
first 2 months of opening. 
2.  A PURQC Part 1 Checklist Review of Documents will be done annually on 100% of all cases on the 
Anniversary of Opening Date.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                           
3.  A PURQC Part 2 Comprehensive Documentation Compliance Review will be done on all charts 
requesting more than 15 hours of service each year, after the first year (CSA). 
 

II.  PURQC AUTHORIZATION UTILIZATION REVIEW: SERVICE INTENSITY GUIDELINES 

The PURQC Authorization Service Intensity Guidelines (Attachment # 1) are used to determine the number of 
service hours to be authorized by the PURQC. The guidelines allow the clinician to inventory the current target 
symptoms and impairments in functioning which then trigger the number of hours to be requested for 
authorization. Upon review of the clinical documentation, the PURQC authorizes the number of service hours 
according to the Service Intensity Guidelines. Authorization of greater intensity of services is substantiated by 
the documentation of medical necessity, the severity of the client’s condition, the target symptoms and 
impairments and the specific treatment services that are designed to ameliorate them.  

 

III. CLIENT SERVICE AUTHORIZATION (CSA) REQUEST    
After the first year of treatment, all cases requesting more than 15 hours of service must submit a Client 
Service Authorization Request form. (Attachment # 2)The CSA Form states the Number of Hours Requested; 
the Number of Impairments; the Start Date (opening date or anniversary) and End Date of the authorization 
period; the Number of Hours PURQC approved and the PURQC Authorizer’s Signature.  A copy of this CSA form 
is to be filed on the left side of the chart and copies should go to the clinician and in the PURQC binder.  
(Specific feedback regarding Authorization is protected Quality Assurance information and should NOT be 
written on the CSA that goes into the chart.) 
 

IV. PURQC DOCUMENTATION COMPLIANCE REVIEW PROTOCOLS: 1,2,& 3   
The PURQC Documentation Compliance Review Protocol (Attachment # 3) is a standardized detailed checklist 
in 3 parts which ensures consistent application of authorization review criteria and Medi-Cal documentation 
Compliance.  It is to be completed by the PURQC at the time of Authorization review.  

1) PURQC Part 1 is a Quick Checklist Review of Documents to ensure that all required documents are 
in place, on time and with all required signatures.  It is a simple “Yes/No” Checklist of 11 items (7 after 
the first year). It asks staff to record the dates of the latest Assessment and Treatment Plans. (Piloted 
in several clinics, Part 1 was found to take approximately 5-7 minutes to complete for each chart.) This 
checklist may be completed by a Support Staff person, that is, a non-clinician, if that works for the 
program PURQC.   
Part 1 must be completed within 2 months of opening and annually on the anniversary date. 
 

2) PURQC Part 2 is the Comprehensive Documentation Compliance Review that checks to ensure that 
the clinical documentation is in full compliance with Medi-Cal and BHS standards, including medical 
necessity, diagnosis, identification of functional impairments and symptoms that result from the 
mental health condition; as well as a treatment plan which includes objectives that are specific, 
quantifiable, and/or observable along with detailed interventions that state modality, frequency and 
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duration; all of which is related to the functional impairments as a result of the mental health 
condition. 
Part 2 is to be completed after the first year on all cases requesting authorization for more than 15 
hours of service. It is optional if programs choose to use PURQC Part 2 with more frequency. 
 

3) PURQC Part 3 is the PURQC Feedback/Recommendations to Clinician form intended to facilitate 
feedback communication between the PURQC and the clinician about the quality of care and of the 
documentation compliance. This PURQC Part 3 form is to be completed by the PURQC at the time of 
review.  

 

This form, PURQC Documentation Review Protocol Parts 1, 2 &/or 3, is returned to the clinician and a copy is 
filed in the PURQC Binder.  
THIS PURQC PROTOCOL FORM MUST NOT BE FILED IN THE CLIENT CHART because it contains specific 
feedback regarding Authorization which is protected Quality Assurance Information.  
 

 

V. PURQC AUTHORIZATION PROCESS in 2 parts:  1) DOCUMENTATION COMPLIANCE 
REVIEW and 2) UTILIZATION REVIEW of SERVICE HOURS  

In summary, the SFBHS PURQC Authorization is a 2-part process, requiring both:  
1) a Documentation Compliance Review and 2) a Utilization Review of Service Hours.    
 
A. PURQC CLINICAL DOCUMENTATION COMPLIANCE REVIEW: 

 PURQC will review the clinical documentation using the PURQC Documentation Compliance Review 
Protocols, Parts 1, 2 and 3. 
 

 The Initial Authorization will be directly tied to the clinical documentation of medical necessity in the 
Assessment.   

 Annual Re-Authorization must be justified by documentation of continued medical necessity, client’s 
current (not past) symptomatology and impairments in functioning, and the client response to 
treatment.  
 

 MEDICAL NECESSITY:  PURQC is first expected to review the Assessment for documentation of 
medical necessity.  Medi-Cal regulations stipulate that the client must have:  1) Diagnosis - an 
indicated mental health diagnosis; 2) Impairment - a significant impairment or probability of or 
significant deterioration in an important area(s) of life functioning (such as work/school, family/peer 
relations, housing, self-care, etc.); 3) Intervention: the focus of the proposed intervention is to address 
the identified condition and impairments; and that 4) the condition would not be responsive to 
physical health care based treatment. 
 

 Quality of Care Review: For a thorough review PURQC may at any time review the clinical 
documentation to evaluate the effectiveness of treatment; the appropriateness of treatment 
objectives and intervention strategies and their modifications; as well as the client progress or the lack 
thereof.  The overriding consideration should be: if there is no change in the client’s status, there may 
be a need for a change in treatment strategy or level of care. 

  
B. UTILIZATION REVIEW OF SERVICE HOURS 
The PURQC authorizes the number of service hours according to the Service Intensity Guidelines. 
Authorization of greater intensity of services is substantiated by the clinical documentation of medical 
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necessity, the severity of the client’s condition, the target symptoms and impairments and the specific 
treatment services. 
 
C.  PURQC ACTIONS on the CSA FORM:  
If a CSA Form is submitted the PURQC must examine the clinical documentation for substantiation of the 
number of impairments and/or symptomatology to match the number of service hours requested and can 
either: 

a. APPROVE the CSA Request – If the documentation is found to substantiate the number of 
impairments PURQC approves the request.  PURQC can also decide to grant a lesser amount of hours 
due to the documentation.                                                                                             
If the request is approved, the PURQC signs the CSA and forwards the original to be filed on the left 
side of the client’s chart. The PURQC approval signature is required before the CSA can be filed in the 
chart.  A copy of the signed CSA is to be filed in the PURQC Minutes binder.  
The PURQC also completes the PURQC Documentation Compliance Review form with Part 3 feedback, 
forwards the original to the clinician and files a copy with the PURQC Minutes in the binder.  
 
b. Grant CONDITIONAL APPROVAL of the CSA Request – If PURQC requires further information it will 
grant a conditional approval and require that the chart be returned to PURQC within 1-2 weeks, as 
noted on the CSA.  PURQC will note additional information required on the Part 3 PURQC 
Recommendations form.  Both of these forms will be forwarded to the clinician and copies will be filed 
with the PURQC Minutes in the binder.  
 
c. DENY the CSA Request – The PURQC may recommend less intensive services or discharge depending 
on the client need and the quality of the clinical documentation’s justification of the client’s continued 
need for treatment.  This specific feedback will be documented on the PURQC Part 3 
Recommendations form and will be returned with the unsigned CSA form to the clinician. Copies are 
to be kept with the PURQC Minutes in the binder. 

 
Again, PURQC Feedback should NOT be written on the CSA that goes into the chart as it is protected Quality Assurance 
information. 

 
VI.  PURQC: PROGRAM UTILIZATION REVIEW QUALITY COMMITTEE 

A.  Role of the PURQC   
The Program Utilization Review Quality Committee (PURQC) is the Utilization Management and Quality 
Assurance mechanism in place at each of the programs to authorize services by reviewing service 
utilization, documentation compliance and quality of care provided to the System of Care clients. The 
PURQC evaluates Authorization requests based on: 1) the Assessment, the justification of Medical 
Necessity, and the substantiation of client symptomatology and impairments in functioning; 2) the 
Treatment Plan objectives and interventions to address the mental health condition; and 3) the client 
response to treatment.  To this end, the PURQC is expected to review the medical record and to 
authorize services according to the PURQC Authorization Service Intensity Guidelines. 

 

B.  PURQC Membership  
PURQC is a multi-disciplinary team and must be comprised of at least 1 senior clinician (depending on 
the size of the program).  At least one of the PURQC members must be licensed to sign for 
authorization. All members must be licensed/registered clinicians or waived Ph.D. clinicians. If possible, 
a psychiatrist should be on the team.  No PURQC member may approve his/her own reauthorization 
request. Each PURQC must have an appropriate number of members to accommodate the amount of 
cases being reviewed. A productivity break may be granted for the time spent on PURQC.  
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Each PURQC must have a Chairperson who is usually the Program Director or a senior clinician.  The 
PURQC Chair is a kingpin role to ensure that ALL cases are authorized annually by the PURQC, a task 
which involves close tracking and follow-up of all cases and/or clinicians until the authorization is 
PURQC approved.  

 

C. Frequency of PURQC Meetings   
All PURQCs shall meet at least weekly/biweekly to ensure all clients are authorized in a timely manner. 
The length of the meeting time should ensure that each chart is reviewed for Documentation 
Compliance. 

 

D. PURQC MINUTES and the PURQC BINDER:  Record of PURQC Meetings:   
PURQC Minutes (Attachment # 4) are required to maintain a record of actions taken at that  meeting. 
The PURQC will maintain a confidential record of its meetings to include the following: 

a. date and time of the meeting 
b. names of PURQC attendees 
c. list of ALL case records reviewed by client name and BIS# 
d. PURQC Protocol Part 1 &/or 2 completed 
e. episode opening date 
f. name of the requesting clinician 
g. number of hours requested and approved 
h. start and end date 

  h.   if denied, date of return 
PURQC Minutes must be kept in a confidential PURQC BINDER in reverse chronological order for 
each fiscal year.  

 

VII. ADMINISTRATIVE PURQC OVERSIGHT  

It is imperative that ALL clients are authorized for services annually. All efforts should be made to ensure this. 
To that end, Administration will periodically monitor Authorization and Utilization Management activities at 
the program level.  For instance, Administration may periodically check by asking the Program Directors to 
track and demonstrate that all cases have been authorized.     



SFBHS Adult/Older Adult     

PURQC AUTHORIZATION SERVICE INTENSITY 

GUIDELINES   

July 2015  
 

Opening 

AUTHOR-

IZATION  

If the client meets medical necessity at the time of assessment, the case is 

automatically authorized for the first year of treatment.  All new cases must go 

through a PURQC Part 1 Review to ensure that all required documents are in place.  If 

after the first year the client is to continue treatment for more than 15 hours of service, 

the case must be submitted to PURQC for a Documentation Compliance Review and 

Authorization of Service Hours (CSA) according to the following guidelines. 
 

# of Hours PURQC Authorization Service Intensity Guidelines 

1 to 15 

Hours 

 

MAINTENANCE level of care for clients who continue to meet medical necessity, 

are stable, or are in process of being stabilized. This would include medication only 

clients. No PURQC CSA Authorization Request is necessary for 15 hours or less.  

16 to 24  Hours  Two or more current target impairments/problems. 

25 to 34  Hours  Three or more current target impairments/problems. 

35 to 44  Hours  Four or more current target impairments/problems. 

45 to 54  Hours  Five or more current target impairments/problems. 

55 to 64  Hours  Six or more current target impairments/problems. 

65 to 72  Hours  Seven or more current target impairments/problems. 

Over 72  Hours  Eight or more current target impairments/problems. 
 

Current/Active Target Impairments/Problem Areas 
These areas must be addressed in the Assessment & TPOC.(Not all Impairments must have an Objective.) 
(Each Area counts only once toward total # of Impairments.) 
   1.  Psychiatric Symptom Severity:  psychosis; depression; anxiety; mood disorder; PTSD. 

  2.  Current RISK: danger to self or others; high risk of suicide/homicide/violence/exploitation; grave 

disability; Acute inpatient/IMD episode in past year. 

  3.  Behavioral Issues: impulse control; emotional disregulation; anti-social; APS/CPS involvement; 

gambling addiction; hoarding/ cluttering; non-compliance w/ treatment &/or medication; etc.  

  4.  Basic Needs: extreme inability to meet basic needs of Clothing/ grooming/hygiene, Food/nutrition, 

Shelter/housing (not homeless but needs assistance to maintain housing) [to the extent of putting oneself 

in danger]. 

  5. Homeless: client literally does not have a home/is on the streets, in shelter, requires outreach. 

  6.  Substance Abuse/Dependence: alcohol or drug; risk of relapse. 

  7.  Social/Family/Role-Related Stressors: social isolation; lack of community connection; 

interpersonal role-related stressors; problematic family / parenting issues; homebound (inability to leave 

home due to psychiatric or physical needs). 

  8.  Medical/Health: significant physical health impairments that require specific time and 

interventions to coordinate with primary care. 

  9.  Language Barriers: extra case management time required to assist client in treatment. 

 10. Legal Status/Criminal Involvement: Probation; parole; periodic incarceration. 

11.  Employment/Education/Daily Structure: Chronic inability to maintain stable employment, 

education or structured daily activities (program, volunteering, vocational training). 
  

Exemptions:  Hours received by clients while participating in group. 

 

 

Revised 7/29/15se   



 
[A COPY OF THIS FORM IS TO BE SENT TO THE CLINICIAN,               Client Name: 
SUPERVISOR & FINALIZED ORIGINAL IN PURQC BINDER(s)]     Last, First 

Confidential and Privileged for Quality Improvement and Risk Management Purposes per Evidence Code #1157.6,  
W&I Code 4070, 4071& 5328 and per Attorney-Client and Physician-Patient Privilege. 

 3/3/2016 w/ANSA (9/2016)se DO NOT file this form in chart 

II. ASSESSMENT:  Separate Assessment form to be done annually  YES NO  
1. DATE of Latest Assessment:   _____________      

2.  ASSESSMENT:  Present?  Finalized? Current? 3. ANSA: Present? Y/N    
III.TREATMENT PLAN of CARE: Must be at least annual (Includes Meds-only TPOCs) YES NO  

1. DATE of Latest Treatment Plan of Care:  ____________    
2.  TPOC: Present? Finalized? Current?    

3. IF this is an INITIAL TPOC (new case) – is it in place w/in 1st 60 days of opening?    N/A if  NOT Initial TPOC  

4. Signature of LPHA clinician, w/credential & date? Co-sign (if no LPHA)?    
5. CT Signature & Date? If NO Ct sign, TPOC (last page) gives date of progress note @ why not?    
This chart has been reviewed using this PURQC Part 1 
Document Checklist. (Admin. Staff  Reviewer) 

Signature of REVIEWER:  ______________ _    Date ____ 

This chart has been reviewed to ensure all PART 1 docs are 
in place, current & complete. 
Signature of Supervisor: ________________    Date______ 

PART 1 FEEDBACK LOOP: THIS PART 1 FORM & A COPY TO BE SENT TO THE CLINICIAN & SUPERVISOR. ONCE SIGNED 
BY SUPERVISOR, THE FINALIZED ORIGINAL TO BE FILED IN THE PURQC BINDER. 

 

I.   CSA: Impairmts match # of hrs requested acc.to Service Intensity Guidelines? Submitted,signed &dated by staff?    

II.  ASSESSMENT: (Short or Long)  Separate Assessment form  to be completed annually (as of July 2015)    

1.  Assessment documents that as a result of the mental disorder, ct has significant Impairment(s in an 
important area(s) of life functioning (medical necessity)? 

   

2.  Assessment states Impairments in Functioning and symptoms?    

3.  DIAGNOSIS is justified by stated DSM criteria in the Assessment?    

4.  DIAGNOSIS is an included Dx that meets medical necessity?     

III. TREATMENT PLAN OF CARE: Tx Plan to be done at least annually (Includes Meds-only Tx Plans)  Y N  
1. Objectives & Interventions specifically state identified functional impairments &/or sxs?     
2.  Objectives/Interventions are specific, observable &/or quantifiable (state method of measurement)     
3.  Interventions state Modality (Ind, Grp, Coll, CMB, Med, etc) & include a detailed description of   
intervention to be provided in addition to Frequency & Duration? 

   

4.  Objectives & Interventions vary from year to year?    
5.  Plan consistent with Diagnosis?    
6.  If meds prescribed, must state “meds” to address specified psychiatric condition?    

          SEE PURQC FEEDBACK/ RECOMMENDATIONS TO CLINICIAN on REVERSE SIDE.  
PART 2 FEEDBACK LOOP: *If PURQC APPROVES this chart based on this Documentation Compliance Review (Part 2), 
  A COPY OF THIS FORM (2 SIDES) GOES TO CLINICIAN, SUPERVISOR & ORIGINAL IN PURQC BINDER(S). 
* If NOT APPROVED, chart must be RESUBMITTED TO PURQC WITHIN 2 WEEKS & until then,   
  A COPY OF THIS FORM (2 SIDES) GOES to CLINICIAN, SUPERVISOR & “PURQC PENDING” BINDER until finalized. 

PART 1:  PURQC CHECKLIST REVIEW of Documents:  To be completed on ALL CHARTS w/in 60 days & 
Annually (including Meds-only). ALL NEW CASES must have PURQC PART 1 Review to ensure Assessment & TPOC are present.  
Review DATE: CLINICIAN: Part 1 Reviewer: (Admin.Staff) Program Name: OPENING DATE: 

 

I. GENERAL DOCS: (Left side of Chart) YES NO Comments/Feedback 
1. HIPAA Summary & Ackn. of Receipt present & signed?: (Ad: 1/episode / CYF: Annual)   Ad: N/A after initial PURQ 

2. Consent to Treatment: signed & dated by ct (Ad:1/episode @ Initial/ CYF: Annual)   Ad: N/A after initial PURQ 

3. Acknowledgment of Receipt of Materials: signed/initials? (BOCC: must be in every chart)   Ad: N/A after initial PURQ 

PART 2: PURQC DOCUMENTATION COMPLIANCE REVIEW PROTOCOL: To be completed AFTER 1st 
YEAR on charts requesting MORE THAN 15 HRS. A CT SERVICE AUTH REQUEST (CSA) MUST BE SUBMITTED if requesting MORE THAN 15 HRS 

Review DATE: PURCQ Part 2/3 Reviewer: 
 

See Reverse Side for 
Specific PURQC Feedback 

Y N Check if 
Feedback 



 
[A COPY OF THIS FORM IS TO BE SENT TO THE CLINICIAN,               Client Name: 
SUPERVISOR & FINALIZED ORIGINAL IN PURQC BINDER(s)]     Last, First 

Confidential and Privileged for Quality Improvement and Risk Management Purposes per Evidence Code #1157.6,  
W&I Code 4070, 4071& 5328 and per Attorney-Client and Physician-Patient Privilege. 

 3/3/2016 w/ANSA (9/2016)se DO NOT file this form in chart 

 

PART 3:  PURQC FEEDBACK/RECOMMENDATIONS TO CLINICIAN     FOR PURQC USE ONLY. 
[THIS PAGE SHOULD BE THE REVERSE SIDE OF THE PURQC DOCUMENTATION COMPLIANCE PROTOCOL] 

Review DATE:  CLINICIAN: Part 2/3 Reviewer: Program Name: 
 

If there is concern or comment, PURQC checks the item(s) box and notes comment below: 
1.  Assessment (documents medical necessity; states 

impairments and sx ; consistent with Dx.) 
6.  Step-down/Referrals: lower level of care, 

reduce frequency, PPN, Primary Care, 
Med Eval, Psych Test, Substance Use, etc. 

2.  Diagnosis (accurate, justified, MC included?) 7.  Termination/Discharge  
3.  Tx Plan of Care:  Objectives & Interventions:  specific, 

observable or quantifiable; state impairments in 
functioning; consistent w/Dx; vary from year to year; 
detailed description of intervention w/ modality, frequency, 
duration; states “MEDS” when rxed? 

8.  Documentation does not justify amount 
of hours requested on the Ct Service 
Authorization Request (CSA): PURQC can: 
1) DENY CSA Hr Request; 2)Reduce  Hrs; or 
3)Request Doc enhancement to justify. 

4.  Progress Notes (include intervention & response?)  
(maybe N/A) 

9.  Discuss with SUPERVISOR 

5.  Treatment modalities/frequency of services (intensity) 
are/are not clinically appropriate to case?  
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Other:  __________________________ 

PURQC Recommendation/Feedback to the clinician: (Refer to item # above) 
This section is intended to facilitate feedback & interaction between PURQC & the clinician.  

 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

PURQC Action(s):  
 PURQC  APPROVED for 

DOCUMENTATION COMPLIANCE 
PURQC approves both: 1) Part 2 Documentation Compliance Review (using this 
Protocol) & 2) Ct Service Auth Request (CSA) for HOURS.  
PURQC reviews chart documentation for justification of requested service hours.  

 PURQC Approval w/ Minor Adjustment: See PURQC Feedback/Recommendations above. (No need to return chart.) 

 PURQC DENIED: See PURQC Recommendations above & Resubmit to PURQC w/in 2 weeks, BY __________ (Date).  
 

PURQC Part 2/3 Reviewer’s Signature (& Discipline):  _______________________________             Date: _______ 
Signature indicates PURQC APPROVAL: CHART PASSES ALL DOCUMENTATION COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS. 

 



   

 

City and County of San Francisco 

Department of Public Health 

COMMUNITY BEHAVIORAL HEALTH SERVICES 

Adult / Older Adult 

CLIENT SERVICE AUTHORIZATION (CSA) REQUEST  
 

 

 Name:                                         

          

 BIS#:  

          

 RU#: 

 

 
 

 

 

 

CLIENT SERVICE AUTHORIZATION (CSA) REQUEST:   (Complete only if requesting Auth) 

      CSA REQUEST is to be submitted to PURQC for Authorization of 15 hours or more. 

Service Type Program RU # & Name 
# of Impair- 

ments 

Hours  

Requested 

Frequ- 

ency 
Start Date 

End 

Date 
# of HOURS 

APPROVED 

 

         
  

      

 
       

                              TOTALS:       
 

 

 

_________________________________________________________ 

Clinician Signature                                       Date submitted 

 

 

 

___________________________________________________ 

PURQC APPROVAL SIGNATURE                                                      DATE 
 

 

 

 

 

After PURQC approval, the ORIGINAL COPY OF THIS FORM IS TO BE FILED ON THE LEFT SIDE OF CHART and a copy is to be filed in the PURQC binder. 
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